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BA Everywhere Online Summer 2013 Crowdfunding Campaign:

Making a Difference, Changing the World
Donate before Monday, July 15, 2013 at:
igg.me/at/BAEverywhere-Summer2013

Contribute to the BA Everywhere Summer
Campaign to spread the liberating vision
and framework for a radically different world
developed by the revolutionary leader, Bob
Avakian. At a time when people and the planet
are in peril, when youth from Turkey to Brazil
are raising their heads, imagine the difference
it would make if people knew about and
engaged a whole better way the world could be.

A Call to Contribute from Jazz Pianist and Composer Matthew Shipp
“BA is one of the few theorists asking the right questions . . .”
“I am pianist and composer matthew shipp and the world I envision living in is not the world I see in the newspapers and the tv
news or ‘reality tv shows’—I see very few people or groups really asking the tough questions and trying to come to some type
of understanding of the forces that oppress all of us—I would think that we are way past the point of just giving in to the system
and just trying to get our little piece of security within it whatever that would mean and just biding our time before we die—BA
is one of the few theorists asking the right questions and grappling for answers—and what makes his work revolutionary to
me is that he is not scared to say he might not have all the answers—his way of looking at the world is one of inclusion to the
world of ideas and synthesis—this work must continue—these ideas must get out there—it is not about whether you agree with
everything BA says—it’s about the fact that what is out here cannot continue and we must have ideas circulating around that
combat the system’s intrinsic brutality. Please contribute.”

—From the Indiegogo site for the
BA Everywhere crowdfunding campaign

A Call to Donate:
“I felt like clouds
were moving aside”

What You Can Do
• Donate right now as much as you can, and write a
comment about why you did so.

From a young woman volunteering with
BA Everywhere:

• Tell everyone you can think of—via email, Twitter, personto-person, etc.—to also go to Indiegogo and donate to BA
Everywhere.

I bought a copy of BAsics...

• Send in short video/audio/written statements about why
you are donating to BA Everywhere—and encourage others to
do the same. Send these testimonials to both baeverywhere@
gmail.com and revolution.reports@yahoo.com.
• Check back regularly at the BA Everywhere Indiegogo
page and to revcom.us—to see how this crowdfunding
campaign is going, and to read/see/hear statements from
different people who are participating.
• Graphic designers, video editors, videographers,
photographers, social media experts you can make a big
difference, write us at BAEverywhere@gmail.com.
VIDEO EDITORS/DIRECTORS: Right now, BA Everywhere
needs a short dynamic video for this Indiegogo campaign and
to use for the whole summer–please contact us right away if
you are interested!
• Volunteers of all kinds wanted! Contact BAEverywhere@
gmail.com and we will connect you with a local committee or
work with you via email.

Show, Post, Tweet, Facebook the
BA Everywhere Summer 2013 Indiegogo Campaign Video
at igg.me/at/BAEverywhere-Summer2013
revcom.us

Reading that book began a process of
transformation, in the sense that things
that were once cloudy or seemed complex and that I didn’t have a very clear
understanding of, suddenly became
very clear. I knew of many of these
injustices and that masses of people
have been and are being oppressed
and exploited by the system of capitalism. But this book was able to show
me in a basic but very clear sense, the
roots of all of this injustice, and how it
is ingrained in the makings of this system and that as long as we are living
within this system, there is no way to
reform it that can eliminate the suffering of one group in order to satisfy
another...
I am volunteering with the BA Everywhere National Committee.
Read the whole statement at
revcom.us and
igg.me/at/BAEverywhere-Summer2013

